
Hunkered Down 

Homilies – Waves 

ENan and I are 

spending Thanksgiving 

week at Sunset Beach 

with our son and his 

family.  We have never 

seen a beach we didn’t 

like but, all things 

considered, Sunset 

Beach is maybe our 

favorite.  It is a great 

beach for riding bikes 

on the strand, 

kayaking in the marsh 

and fishing in the surf.  

A few members of our 

family even took a 

Polar Bear Plunge this 

week! 

It is also a great beach 

for long walks.  We 

were walking with our 

daughter-in-law one 

day, discussing beach stuff.  Being an art therapist who supports women, 

Sara is always looking to help folks who have been through, or are going 

through, tough times.  She talked about how grief or anxiety or trauma can 

come crashing over you like a wave.  She spends a lot of time helping 

people learn to ride those emotional waves instead of being tumbled by 

them. 

But she also shared that sometimes those waves that seem so threatening 

can stir up things from deep inside us – just like ocean waves.  Pieces of 

ourselves we would never discover are brought to light.  When seen from 

the right perspective, the things that get called up from our subconscious 

become gifts of grace that God places before us. Sometimes that gift is a 



reminder of our own resilience.  Or it could be a new calling to support 

others in pain.  Other times it is a life-altering awareness of God’s 

presence. 

Maybe that is what Paul was getting at when he wrote, “Whatever happens, 

keep thanking God because of Jesus Christ.  This is what God wants you 

to do.”  (1 Thessalonians 5:18) 

Granted, it takes a lot of spiritual discernment to see the gift God may bring 

in times of loss or pain or struggle.  It is much easier to find broken pieces 

of a sand dollar than to find one we recognize as something of beauty.  But 

all of us real shell seekers know that when a sand dollar is broken you find 

the “doves of peace” inside. 

On this Thanksgiving Day – whether you are in a valley or mountaintop or 

at a beach – be thankful.  God is there too! 

 

 


